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[English Version]
The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

1. Mark the correct answer (any ten) : 1×10

(a) How many types of Sannikar a are there according to Ny ya Philosophy?

(i) Two (ii) Three
(iii) Four (iv) Six.

(b) ‘Pak a’ is meant by that where s dhya is

(i) doubtful (ii) certain
(iii) absent (iv) none of these.

(c) Which sannikar a is used in the perception of red colour of an apple?

(i) sa yoga (ii) samav ya

(iii) sa yukta samav ya (iv) sa yukta samaveta samav ya.
(d) An inference based on a middle term which is only negatively related to the major term is called

(i) Keval nvay (ii) Kevalavy tirek
(iii) anvayavy tirek (iv) none of these.

(e) How many types of assiddha hetv bh sa are there?
(i) Two (ii) Three

(iii) Four (iv) Six.
(f) ‘Sound is eternal because sound is a quality’— In this inference ‘eternal’ is

(i) hetu (ii) s dhya
(iii) pak a (iv) sapak a.
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(g) ‘Sound is eternal because sound is produced’— Here the middle term is
(i) As dh ra a (ii) Satpratipak a

(iii) Viruddha (iv) Svarup siddha.

(h) Which of the following is evaluated by the testability criterion?
(i) Scientific explanation (ii) Unscientific explanation

(iii) Analogical argument (iv) Inductive argument.

(i) In absence of which an effect does not occur is known as
(i) sufficient condition (ii) necessary condition

(iii) sufficient and necessary condition (iv) none of these.

(j) In which of the following fallacy is equivocation included?
(i) Fallacy of relevance (ii) Fallacy of presumption

(iii) Fallacy of defective induction (iv) Fallacy of ambiguity.

(k) What kind of case is the case in which a murderer is judged?
(i) Civil (ii) Criminal

(iii) Civil and Criminal (iv) none of these.

(l) A plaintiff is a person
(i) who brings a legal complaint about someone else in a court of law
(ii) who is accured of a crime in a court of law
(iii) who is a judge
(iv) none of these.

2. Answer in brief (any five) : 5×5

(a) Analyse the concept of pak a, s dhya and hetu with examples.

(b) What is the main objective of logical reasoning?

(c) Explain, in brief, Satpratipak a hetv bh sa with suitable example.

(d) What do you mean by the method of Inquiry in law?

(e) How can the scientific explanation be evaluated?

(f) What is the role of causation in legal reasoning? Discuss briefly.

(g) Discuss the significance of analogical reasoning in legal argument.

(h) Explain the role of probability in the context of legal reasoning.
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3. Answer the following questions (any three) :

(a) Show the difference between deductive and inductive arguments with suitable examples. Which of
these reasoning is primarily used in legal process? Explain. 9+6

(b) What is hetv bh sa? How many types of hetv bh sa are there? Name them. Explain each type of
hetv bh sa with example. 2½+2½+10

(c) Explain with example : 5×3

(i) Fallacy of weak induction

(ii) Fallacy of relevance

(iii) Fallacy of ambiguity.

(d) Define analogical argument. Explain the criteria of appraising analogical arguments. 5+10

(e) What do you mean by explanation? Distinguish between scientific explanation and unscientific
explanation. 5+10


